Restaurants close to the venue:
(Click the maps to get a google maps route or the headlines to look at the webpages of the places.)

Popular with university students:
Hobbit: Pizza and casserole named after
characters from the popular book (or movie).
Also good for drinking in the evening: They
serve the local (alcoholic) drink ‘Laternchen’.
Café Chaos: Mixed foods. Pasta, soup,
Spätzle, Flammkuchen. You can order Breakfast until midnight.

Turkish and Arabian foods:
Haroun’s: A restaurant selling Arabian and
Turkish food. A popular place right next to
the castle with a very friendly owner.
Tip top Grill: One of the many places in
Darmstadt that sell ‘Dönerkebab’. It is a very
popular food in Germany and consumed by
many students on a nearly daily basis. The
Nazar center offers these foods 24/7 here.

For people with dietary restrictions:
Almost all restaurants in Germany offer at least one vegetarian dish. The soup kitchens are also a good
choice for vegetarians. Local vegetarian dishes are Hand- or Kochkäse mit Musik and Grüne Soße.
Fisch-Gericht: This place is specialized in fish and perfect for pescatarians.
Or people who like fish.
Habibi: A small and very alternative
place that sells only vegetarian food.
Many of the dishes have an option to be
made vegan.

Typical German food:
Bayrischer Hof: Typical german food. The
menu changes each week and there are often
seasonal foods.
Ratskeller: One of the Breweries in Darmstadt. Of course it is possible to return in the
evening to try the local beers. Another Brewery, the Grohe, can be found here.

Soup kitchens:
Elisabeth: A good place for soup. There are
usually also one or two other dishes. Any soup
is accompanied with as much tasty German
bread as you like.
Visàvis: A soup kitchen very close to the university. On the other side of the street you will
find the beergarden Petri, where the picture on
the conference homepage was taken.

